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Diverse Global exceeds customers’ expectations with a 
comprehensive range of high-quality, customized products 

that are always delivered on time, all with outstanding, 
knowledgeable customer service.



OUR EXPERIENCED TEAM DELIVERS THE HIGHEST-
QUALITY PACKAGING SOLUTIONS CUSTOMIZED TO FIT 

YOUR SPECIFICATIONS AND YOUR SCHEDULE

ABOUT DIVERSE GLOBAL

WHY DIVERSE GLOBAL?

Diverse Global Corporation exceeds our customers’ expecta-
tions with a comprehensive range of high-quality, customized 
products that are always delivered on time, all with outstand-
ing, knowledgeable customer service.

We serve the automotive, appliance, food service, and oth-
er industries by designing, assembling, distributing, and ser-
vicing a wide range of customized packaging and dunnage 
solutions. At Diverse Global, we pride ourselves on giving you 
direct access to our experienced team of decision makers, 
meaning that your needs are met without delay.

Diverse Global delivers top-notch products customized to fit 
your specifications and schedule. We’re a one-stop shop for 
all your packaging needs, providing steel racks, sewn bags, 
plastic corrugated, a variety of dunnage solutions, and plastic 
totes and bulk containers.

COMPANY PROFILE

Our team has used its expertise to deliver high-quality pack-
aging solutions to some of the most prominent companies in 
the world. Over the years, we have gained extensive experi-
ence manufacturing packaging for a variety of industries. Di-
verse Global’s customized products protect parts that go into 
product markets all across North America, including car and 
truck assembly plants and a wide variety of recreational and 
consumer products. With our headquarters in West Michigan, 
our operations are flexible and efficient, fully equipping us to 
address your needs in a timely manner.
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CONTACT DIVERSE GLOBAL

Arm & Hammer

Bosch

Chrysler

Dana

Delphi

Denso

Emerson Appliances 
Solutions

Ford

General Motors

Guardian

Herman Miller

Honda

International

Intier Automotive

Johnson Controls

Kawasaki

Lear

Magna

Maytag

Mercedes-Benz

Nissan

Paccar

Polaris

Procter & Gamble

TRW

Tower Automotive

Toyota

Whirlpool

Our team of experts has provided quality packaging solutions to the following companies:
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OUR SERVICES

ENGINEERING

Diverse Global’s engineers listen to your needs and 
design products to fit your specifications. Making 
use of state-of-the-art design software, our expert 
team can create a customized design or work with 
one you submit. In either case, you will receive the 
exact design you need to get the job done on time.

PROTOTYPING

We understand your scheduling requirements and are 
happy to expedite samples and prototypes to accom-
modate your needs. From plastic corrugated contain-
ers to steel racks, no project is too complicated for 
our experienced team to prototype. Plus, we’re flexible 
about correcting or changing samples when you need 
us to.

MANUFACTURING

The team at Diverse Global is perfectionistic about 
our manufacturing process—only the highest quality 
products leave our facilities. We are fully equipped 
to assemble packaging rapidly and efficiently and 
deliver it to you on your timeline, whatever your 
project is and wherever you are located.

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

Customer service is our top priority, so Diverse 
Global’s team carefully manages your project from 
start to finish. We’ll collaborate with you to put bud-
get plans in place and coordinate on-time delivery. 
You’ll have access to a decision maker through-
out the process, ensuring that your needs are met 
quickly and efficiently.

DIVERSE GLOBAL GIVES YOU DIRECT ACCESS
 TO DECISION MAKERS WHO WILL RAPIDLY 

RESPOND TO ALL OF YOUR NEEDS.



DUNNAGE SOLUTIONS AND PLASTIC PRODUCTS

DUNNAGE SOLUTIONS

We know that your packaging needs are specific, so we cus-
tomize dunnage solutions to meet your needs. Customization 
means that your components will be ideally protected and 
presented for assembly. Diverse Global offers a variety of 
non-abrassive packaging solutions to ensure that painted and 
Class A surfaces arrive undamaged. For increased part density, 
we can incorporate sewn bags, vacuum thermoformed trays, 
specialty foams or fabrics, or plastic corrugated or solid plastic 
partitions.

FOAM DUNNAGE PLASTIC DUNNAGE SEWN BAG DUNNAGE

PLASTIC PRODUCTS

Diverse Global offers a range of plastic containers customized 
to fit the specific needs of your project. Plastic packaging is a 
strong, durable solution for your material handling system. Both 
bulk containers and handheld totes come in straight-wall varieties 
for increased durability, as well as nesting or collapsible variet-
ies for more efficient storage when not in use. Plastic packaging 
can also be outfitted with a variety of internal dunnage systems 
to ensure your products are well protected. Diverse Global also 
meets its clients personalized needs by providing custom plastic 
corrugated totes and sleeve packs. We assemble our corrugated 
plastic containers using durable, lightweight materials that are ful-
ly capable of standing up to the wear and tear of use in your sup-
ply chain. Diverse Global’s corrugated plastic packaging protect 
your components, make it easy to identify parts, and facilitate the 
loading and unloading process.

PLASTIC TOTESPLASTIC BULK CONTAINERS

PLASTIC CORRUGATED TOTESPLASTIC SLEEVE PACKS



SEWN BAG DUNNAGE

SEWN BAG DUNNAGE

Using high tensile strength, tear-resistant materials, Diverse 
Global designs and manufactures sewn bags that are simul-
taneously lightweight and the toughest on the market. These 
dunnage solutions are exceptionally durable, yet flexible and 
capable of protecting your most fragile components.

Diverse Global uses soft, pliable materials to custom-fit the 
solution you need for your project. To create a tailor-made 
dunnage solution, we integrate bags into steel racks, bulk 
containers, and plastic totes. The design of our bags allows 
parts to better nest in each cell, better protecting each com-
ponent. This also means that you can fit a greater number of 
parts in each container and make more efficient use of both 
money and space.

If you have a material handling challenge involving Class A 
surface protection requirements, fabric bag and pouch dun-
nage systems are ideally suited for the job. Fabric bags are 
strong, durable options for integration into your current con-
tainers, or we can incorporate them into a new, customized 
packaging system.



STEEL RACKS

STEEL RACKS

When you need packaging that’s stronger and more durable than 
a molded plastic container, steel racks are perfect for the job. Di-
verse Global’s steel packaging is built for the long haul. We design 
and assemble our steel rack systems from top to bottom. These 
tough, reliable containers are customized to fit your needs, with 
interiors that ensure that products arrive not only undamaged, but 
also beautifully and efficiently presented. Many of our racks are 
designed to be collapsible for highly efficient storage and return 
shipping. Plus, if you have specific shipping, work-in-progress, or 
storage needs, we can integrate plastic corrugated, foam, and/or 
sewn bags into the design.

OTHER RACK SOLUTIONS

BAG RACKS
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